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Important Reminders for Theatre Clients 

Stage Curtains: 

The Cyc (large white screen at the back of the stage) costs more than $5,000. It should not be touched 

as even finger dents can damage it.  A torn Cyc is very expensive to fix. A dirty Cyc is next to impossible 

to clean. 

The legs are the long black curtains at each side of the stage; they can be pivoted and moved on their 

tracks toward and away from the centreline of the stage.  Nothing is to be pinned to them.  They cannot 

be raised and can be easily torn when moving scenery. 

The Projection Screen costs more than $4,000 and should not be touched under any circumstance.  A 

damaged or dirty screen is almost impossible to fix. 

Access: 

The Mary Irwin Theatre (MIT) is always kept locked when not in use.  Access is obtained through an RCA 

theatre technician.  A client who has booked the theatre should not expect to be allowed to enter prior 

to their booked time.  Some theatre set ups may be dangerous for people who are unfamiliar with them 

(Darkness, cables on the floor, steel weights and other tripping hazards etc.). 

A staff technician should ALWAYS be present when accessing the space’s housing technical systems and 

equipment. 

Decorum & Dress: 

Behaviour which jeopardizes safety or may result in damage beyond normal wear and tear will not be 

tolerated by the RCA staff. 

Food and drink should be consumed only in the Greenroom.  Except for water or coffee in a closed 

container, food or beverages should not be consumed anywhere in the MIT.  Failure to observe this 

protocol may result in clear-up and clean-up charges. 

All crew should always wear proper closed toed shoes.  Steel toes are strongly recommended while 

handling sets, working in the set shop, loading trucks, and working with stage and fly system weights.   

Cast must also wear proper footwear unless the stage manager approves the condition of the stage to 

be fit for bare feet. Sandals are allowed only when required for rehearsal purposes or shows.   

Fly System: 

When flies (overhead pipes) are coming in and out during set up or take down, only crew should be on 

stage, and all crew must be aware of these actions.  When a fly line is to be flown in or out (by 

authorised persons only) the fly operator will call out, warning what he is going to do. All crew on stage 

must respond to the fly person’s warning by calling out ‘thank you’ after looking to see that all is clear.   

RULE: No one is permitted to be on stage right (your right facing the audience) while any adjustments to 

weights (loading & unloading) are made overhead.  The staff will require that someone be appointed to 

enforce this rule on the stage while adjustments to weights are made. 
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Each line set (overhead pipe) has a load limit.  The theatre technical staff will be the final authority on 

the hanging of materials on these pipes.  This is strictly enforced. 

Any materials to be hung from the fly lines must be done under the supervision of the theatre technical 

staff, who must approve all uses of the fly system.  No person, regardless of qualifications or experience, 

can make a final determination on the condition of the rigging other than the theatre technical staff.   

Pianos: 

The Grand Piano must always remain covered when not in use.  The piano may only be moved under the 

supervision of RCA staff. 

Stage Floor: 

The stage floor may be painted with the permission and under the supervision of the theatre technical 

staff.  The theatre staff will do restoration of the stage floor to its original condition; the client will be 

billed for staff time and materials.  Sets may be fastened to the stage floor.   All fasteners are to be 

removed at the end of the event.  All fasteners must be approved by the staff technician.   

All cabling for sound, lighting, or stage props should be properly taped down as soon as possible. 

All tapes and spike marks must be removed at the end of the event. 

Restore: 

Staff will do and charge all renters for the completion of an incomplete restore. 

All rental litter must be removed immediately after the event. 

The renter is responsible for the cost of restoring the lighting to the theatres house hang after the event.  

The theatre technical staff will supervise this. 

The renter is responsible for the cost of restoring all soft goods (curtains) to the theatres house hang. 

Stage Managers – Please Note: 

Proper safety explanations are the responsibility of the stage manager and must be completed before 

work can start.  If no stage manager is assigned to the event, the house tech will have the final say on all 

actions of all crew. 

Any safety concerns must be brought forward to the stage manager immediately.  The stage manager 

will then report the concern to the house tech right away.  In the absence of a stage manager, all safety 

concerns must be directly reported to the house tech.  The house tech will be responsible to rectify any 

safety concerns as soon as possible, and when felt warranted, will forgo other duties until the concern is 

fixed.   

The company stage manager is solely responsible for the calling of any lighting, sound and scene change 

cues during the event.  The theatre technical staff will not be held liable for the failure of these cues 

being executed on time due to deficiencies of the stage management. 

In the case of injury or other incident occurring in the theatre, the company will be asked to submit a 

formal incident report to the theatre management. 
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Stage management must be fully aware of all theatre fire procedures.  Information on these procedures 

is available from the theatre technical staff.  Stage management is then responsible for instructing all 

company cast and crew of the same.  

Cast or crew should not enter or exit the stage from or to the theatre seating area when the audience is 

entering or leaving their seats. 

Theatre Technicians: 

Theatre technical staff will be on site to assist you in preparing your event for your public.  They are not 

personally responsible for the success or failure of your event.  Theatre technical staffs are not to be 

expected to fill a hole in your production crew, without the agreement of the technical director. 

Though the need is likely to be rare, the theatre technical staff need to be available at any time to deal 

with problems pertaining to the building itself.  Even during a show, the house tech may have to leave 

their station and sort out any safety concerns at any time. 

Theatre technical staff is not responsible for the pricing of the theatre or the inventory level of theatre 

equipment and should not be made to answer for these conditions.  Any concerns in these areas should 

be directed to the theatre manager. 


